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Social and Behavioral Sciences 1517

12:45  Panel One – Mass Politics
Kathy Rim (University of California, Irvine) – “In Solidarity? Asian American Racial Group Consciousness”
Betina Cutaia Wilkinson (Louisiana State University) – “How Outsiders View Insiders: Latinos’ Perceptions of Commonality and Competition toward Blacks and Whites”
Ben Bishin (University of California, Riverside) and Casey Klofstad (University of Miami) – “Why Won’t Little Havana Turn Blue? How Socio-Economics, Institutions, and Cohort Effects influence Cuban Americans’ Political Behavior”
Philippe Andrade (Claremont Graduate University) – “The Impact of Acculturation on the General Policy Preferences of Latino Voters”
Katherine Tate (University of California, Irvine) – “Who Speaks for Black America?”

3:30  Panel Two – Institutional Perspectives
Dino Bozonelos (University of California, Riverside) – “Are Muslims Different?”
Sara Wallace Goodman (University of California, Irvine) – “Immigration Control through Language and Country Knowledge Requirements”
Will Terry (University of California, San Diego and Princeton University) – “The Political Determinants of African-American Lynching in the U.S. South, 1882-1930”
Stephen Nuño (Northern Arizona University), Gabriel Sanchez (University of New Mexico), and Matt Barreto (University of Washington) – “Voter ID Requirements and the Disenfranchisement of Latino, Black, and Asian Voters.”

5:30  Reception and light dinner at Louis DeSipio’s
Directions distributed at the meeting
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